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LATAM Market Update  

 Mexico: Unemployment rate accelerates in June 

 Peru: Vizcarra calls for early elections, shocking the nation 

 

MEXICO: UNEMPLOYMENT RATE ACCELERATES IN JUNE 

The original and seasonally adjusted unemployment rates rose for the third 

consecutive time exceeding records from a year earlier. On the original figures, 

the unemployment rate stood at 3.57% in June, above the level reported in May 

(+3.51%), and the one from a year earlier (+3.39%) being the highest for a similar 

month in the three years. At the same time, seasonally adjusted unemployment 

rate practically remained unchanged, going from 3.53% to 3.54% between May 

and June, however the figure was higher than that registered during the same 

month in the previous year (+3.37%). Higher unemployment rates are consistent 

with the deceleration observed in formal job creation. 

PERU: VIZCARRA CALLS FOR EARLY ELECTIONS, SHOCKING THE 

NATION 

President Vizcarra dropped a bombshell during the annual presidential address to 

the nation on July 28th. Vizcarra submitted to Congress a bill that seeks to call for 

early Presidential and Congressional elections. The bill aims at having a new 

President and Congress in place in July 2020, instead of July 2021. The reasons 

he gave behind this action were the need to overcome the current state of 

"institutional crisis", and dissatisfaction with Congress for not approving the 

political reforms, most notably the reform modifying congressional immunity, in a 

satisfactory manner. There had been some speculation that Vizcarra might seek a 

legal way to close Congress, or call for a referendum on the pending reforms, but 

a call for early elections, including presidential elections, was a surprise.  

New elections would require a simple majority in Congress first, and a referendum 

next. It is early days, and pundits and politicians are still wrapping their heads 

around the proposal, so it is too early to assess what will follow. Except for one 

thing, which is that uncertainty will most certainly follow. Vizcarra's announcement 

risks opening up a new chapter of confusion, potential conflict and a host of 

questions on Peru's political future. Elections are normally, in themselves, a 

source of uncertainty. Vizcarra's proposal would bring this uncertainty forward in 

time, plus a whole lot more, as the whole electoral process is now a question 

mark. In the short-term, the ball is now in the congressional court. Congress may 

approve the bill, may vote the bill down, or may attempt to delay action on the bill 

until the timing for early elections becomes untenable. Based on its performance 

so far, it does not seem very likely that Congress will vote quickly in favour of 

holding the referendum. One likely scenario is that it will delay the vote until a 

referendum no longer makes sense due to timing. Note that parties must register 

to participate in the, still standing, 2021 elections in about 17 months. If delaying a 

vote turns out to be the behaviour that Congress adopts, then Vizcarra could 

conceivably call for a vote of confidence in Congress and try to force the issue 
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sooner. Finally, Congress could vote down the bill, in which case, once again, the Vizcarra regime could call for a vote of 

confidence. There is also the outside chance of other paths, such as Congress calling for the presidential vacancy, or, as the 

leading newspaper, El Comercio, suggested in its July 29th editorial, the risk of the President resigning.  

Meanwhile, uncertainty, as always, will not be good for the economy. Private investment is already lackluster, and it is now harder 

to see how and when it might pick up again. It's too soon to gauge the impact of this new situation on the economy, but it is 

something we are likely to need to do once the dust settles a bit. We can only hope that it eventually will. 
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